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L. Spence Brainteasers, Describing Things, Idioms, Slang This Activity and Leaf should be paired with read aloud butterflies in my stomach and other school dangers. I prepared this for my adult ESL students. Students should read a book as with ... 1 4386 increasingly American slang are popular all over
the world. Native speakers love to use it. This dictionary will make it easier for you to communicate. It includes six topics: food and drink; mood, feelings and emotio ... 2 9148 All United Kingdom, Everyday/Social English, Idioma, Slang Many of my students who come to work in the UK believe that
although their English is quite advanced, they are struggling to cope with the use of idios around native speakers. This sheet includes dialogue in ... 1 12,477 IntAdvExam Elena Taranova No USA, Christmas, slang, movies and videos - Cartoons Watch the legendary Christmas movie with their students or
assign it as homework, your students will be in high spirits. Tasks include on the rule of law, answering questions, working with slang and ... 1 20,977 AdvExam Nicole Friends TV Show Audition Activity: Joey breaks up with Janine Duration: 30 minutes of activity, clip is approximately 5-6 minutes -
Youtube link, (on handout) -Understanding Issues -Grammar Se... 1 11,137 Pre-IntIntAdv Helen Close's Teens, Cuts, Sleng, ESL Songs for Teaching English Use This Sheet With You Tube Clip: - Weird Al Yankovic Song About Bad Grammar. At the end of the song, you will find exercises for students ...
3 13,603 Adv Nicoletta Jessa It makes me wonder if students really understand each other when chatting on the SN website, so I did this multiple-choice test to prepare them for the latest slang words on the internet :) You can... 14 18,459 Pre-IntIntAdv Alandra Idioma, Slang, Movies - Videos - Cartoons
This sheet includes a parody news video ( introduction about slow walkers in New York, equipped with collars that supply electric current to slow down ... 6 9,995 IntAdv Phrasal Verbs, Sleng, ESL Songs for Teaching English This sheet is designed for use with pre-intermediate students and above. It
contains a brief biography of Adele, as well as events such as the number of verses in the correct order, decipher w ... 6 21,745 Pre-IntIntAdv Georgi Pichadze Love and Marriage, Slang This sheet is free and open source on my site and it was quite popular, so I thought it would be nice to share it with
people here, since it's free anyway :). It can be used in 1 on 1 le ... 11 22,791 IntAdv Every day / Social English, Newspaper English, Slang Oxford English Dictionary has just announced its latest additions - this time it is more than 500 words, phrases and meanings that have come into general use over
the course of Ten years. I'm a haw ... 7 16,608 IntAdvExam No USA, UK, Everyday/Social English, slang sheet deditcated for advanced students who want to learn about British and American English, or rather about some slang words. Additional material is a YouTube movie ( ... 9 14,148 Adv Idioma,
love and marriage, Worsheet slang once used in a summer course with intermediate students. The class is based on relationships using one episode of Sex in the City. There are many idioms in this lesson relate to ... 2 13,661 IntAdv Business Grammar, Advertising and Brands, Idioma, Slang Is an
activity that I used for my business English students. I used part of the third episode of Season 3. You can find this part on YouTube (it starts 11.33) ... 4 22,317 IntAdv Is an edited list of some English words from the UK, US and Australia. They are in alphabetical order, so you can find how to say or write
different things, places or objects. Some of this w ... 11 18,655 ElemPre-IntInt Music, slang, ESL Songs for teaching English Is a song that one of my students wanted to discuss. However, as I couldn't find lyrics to it anywhere I had my students listen to music and write down the lyrics (which is not easy
as... 2 6,439 Pre-IntIntAdv Collocations, USA, Office, Slang, Movies and Cartoons I created this activity to give some comic relief to my advanced business classes. I love this movie and I mean it all the time when students complain about the trials and tribulations offi ... 2 14400 Adv Getting-know each
other, the slang sheet provides a list of widely used slang terms in English (as taken from a native speaker). How many ways to say Hello or Good do you know? You can do ... 20 18,568 All Every Day/ Social English, Slang, Crosswords/Boardgames Fun Crossword to test students' knowledge of
London's own East End Cockney rhymed slang. Every day slang was invented in the mid-nineteenth century and is still used by many Londoners today, w ... 10 15,776 ElemPre-IntIntAdv Crime and Punishment, Slang, Movie Video Cartoons Is a film sheet with lots of screenshots and subtitles to discuss
the main characters and the plot of the film, including curses and vocabulary about terrorism and hostages. I used it for after... 6 9,221 Pre-IntInt Love and Marriage, Slang, Movie Video Cartoons If you have a copy of this episode is a great lesson to run with a group of female-only students. The episode
looks at themes of embarrassment, feelings of failure, women's competition and ... 10 10,396 IntAdv Business Grammar, Slang, Intonation, Rhythm and Stress Here is a rubric that is designed to help teachers evaluate prepared oral presentations Intermediate/advanced levels. The book contains the
following following To score: ... 18 52,951 IntAdv Opinions, slang, computers and the Internet Next sheet contains two exercises in practice talk. The first includes a discussion on Facebook. This is a so far topic, and students can have a lot to say on the subject. Seco... 30 147,304 Pre-IntIntAdvExam
Prev &lt; 1 2 3 ... 5't Next Buy English as a Second Language Plans Lesson! All ESL lesson plans are now available as a single file download, with FREE life expectancy updates. All lessons available online are included and you will be notified by email when new lessons and mp3s are added to the
download. (New lessons will no longer be added to the website.) If you can't afford an electronic package, please download the free lesson plans below. Thank you very much and happy teaching English! Buy ESL Lesson Plans American Slang Lessons When I taught ESL in the U.S., my classes focused
on slang, pronunciation and conversation. Slang/Accents I used Slang: A guide to street talk books in my conversation classes that teach common slang words and reduced speech form. I created quizzes for each chapter of the first book. (I also used Focus on pronunciation in the same classes, so some
parts of the pronunciation test quiz.) The dictations at the end of the quiz tend to focus on vocabulary and reducing the shape of the lesson from each chapter. Another book that teaches basic slang and idiom is the year in the life of an ESL student. Review of Abbreviated Forms in Slangman Quiz 1 quiz 1
Answer Key quiz 2 quiz 2 Answer Key quiz 3 quiz 3 Quiz 3 Answer Key quiz 4 quiz 4 Answer Key quiz 5 quiz 5 quiz 5 Answer Key quiz 6 quiz 6 Answer Key quiz 7 (Chapter 7 -8) Quiz 7 Answer Key Quiz 8 (Chapter 9-10) Quiz 8 Answer Key Quiz 9 (Chapter 7-10) Quiz 9 Answer Key Quiz 10 (Final Quiz)
quiz 10 Answer Key Keep in mind that your students, possibly there were assistants in the past who spoke with different accents, and they may be confused if they don't understand what you're saying to the other. I like to expose my students to as many accents as possible, so I often use Dr. Ladefoged's
writing about Arthur the Rat in five English accents. The Accent Speech Archive also has a large collection of sound files of native English speakers. I'll hand out this list of links at the end of the semester, so that students can use the internet at home to learn more about slang words and English accents:
Useful links to slang and accents If you find these resources useful, please consider buying language tutorials, ESL lesson package plans, or sending donations to support ielanguages.com. Thank you! These days, children are so active social media and the internet in general that they pick up little bits of
English all over the world. Where previous generations could only have a textbook and teachers, children now have so many ways to learn the language. Some methods are popular with my my Include watching Youtube videos 'influencer', listening to English or American music, and even playing live
video games with people from all over the world! All this is fantastic interaction and understanding of practice, but there may not be a proper English language that you are trying to teach in your lessons! For me, the slang they pick up isn't that bad. the only way to make your classes, and their education,
more interesting. So stay with me, I have a few activities to share with you! In order to give examples, I used a list of common slang words from myenglishteacher, very useful! Check it out here; 55 The most commonly used British and American slang word Word Matching Is one great pleasure for
intermediate ability students, they are really stuck and you may find that they already know some words! Choose 20 or so slang words that you like and you think they might prove useful, and write either the proper English equivalent, or the definition next to it. Or both! Unreal! ............................... That's
amazing!........................ An expression of surprise or delight. Bob is your uncle.... All finished / There you have!.................. A phrase that means your success is guaranteed. If you have this, cut them and mix them. I would suggest doing this as a couple of activities, so you need to do it for no matter how
many couples you have in the class. They must place slang words with appropriate definitions or appropriate English equivalents. When you're done, invite them to do some dialogue with their partner, using the words in the conversation. Spot slang! I love using music in my classes, so it's always me
looking forward to the lesson! Choose a song that has some slang in it, preferably not one with too much profanity in it. Find it here; Director's Office - Young MC. Print the lyrics. Again, I would suggest doing this as a steam work-up. Get students to identify different slang expressions and guess their
meaning out of context. As an easier variation, emphasize slang expressions in advance and simply force students to develop values. Once they understand the target language, get them to make some suggestions or role-playing games in practice! Word Replacement This game is for students who have
a higher level of slang vocabulary! I have two variations of this. It depends on which one you find more fun I think! Get 10 or so slang words and think about their proper English equivalents. Write these English versions in a short paragraph of text on any subject where they all make sense. students to
read the paragraph and replace the English versions of slang words! You can also do it the other way around for students who don't have the slang vocabulary to complete it. Variations think it's fun to stick phrases around the room as well! Students can get active by moving around the room with their
partner and replacing phrases one by one. The first team to get the right winning list! Were you having fun with them? Do you have more activities to share? Let me know in the comments below! Below!
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